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M Abstract 

The purpose of the seismic mojhitoring project was to characterize in detail the 
micro-seismic activity related ro the Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Program 
(SSSDP) flow-injection test in theJjBfelton Sea Geothermal Field. Our goal was 
to determine if any sources of̂  seismic energy related to the test were 
observable at the surface. We d e p l ^ d our recording stations so that we 
could detect and locate both impulsive microearthquakes and continuous 
seismic noise energy. ^ 

Our networi<, which was sensitive enough t d ^ triggered by magnitude 0.0 or 
larger events, found no impulsive microearthquakes in the vicinity of the flow 
test in the 8 month period before the test and only one event during the flow 
test. This event has provided the opportunity to oompare the detection and 
location capabilities of small networi^s and an'ays in aUothermal environment. 

At present, we are carefull^|scanning all of the data t ^ we collected during 
the flow test; for eyiij|^4se'of; anomalous seismic noisoASources and for 
impulsive events smalllf lhah theinetwort< detection thresholc^agnitude 0.0). 
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Geothermal reservoirs often pioduQe detectable geophysical signals both Isefore and during 
production. These signals, if understood, could provide valuable information about the 
processes taking place within the reservoir. This kind of information can be used to guide 
reservoir development strategies. Some geophysical signals, such as resistivity and gravity, 
are well understood, and their contribution to reservoir engineering models has been 
demonstrated in many geothermal fields. Other geophysical signals, including seismic 



signals, are not so well understood. Lawrence Livermore National Lalwratory (LLNL) has a 
program to collect case histories of surveys of geophysical signals produced during injection 
and production of geothermal fields. In this paper, we describe a case study of seismic 
signals produced dming a small-scale injection-production test at the Salton Sea 
Geothermal Field. 

Several different types of seismic signals have been observed in geothermal areas. Low-
frequency (< 20 Hz) tectonic earthquakes associated with geothermal production have been 
observed at thp Geysers Geothermal Field [Eberfiart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984]. 
Acoustic emissions (high-frequency microearthquakes) have been observed during 
hydraulic fi-acturinOit Fenton Hill [Fehler and Bame, 1985], and during reservoir production 
in Japan [Niitsuma t t al., 1985]. Geothermal "noise" (anomalously high seismic signals 
having no clear onsetiMid lasting longer than several tens of seconds) has been observed 
near several geothermarSeas [Douze and Laster (1979), Goforth et al., (1972)]. 

The flow-injection test conSQcted as the second phase of the SSSDP provided an opportunity 
to study seismic signals associlted with the initial fluid production firom a well-studied area. 
During the first phase of the SsSDP, the State 2-14 well was drilled to a depth of 3 km. 
During the flow^jection test, ^ f̂̂  produced from an open section of State 2-14 between 
approximately 2000 m and 3200 m depth were injected into Imperial 1-13, about 600 m to the 
north (Fig. 1). The flow continued]] for approximately 30 days. We installed a seismic 
recording system to monitor microearthquakes and continuous seismic noise signals 
associated with the initial production of w!M two wells. 

A 
Seismic Network Description a@Data Collection Procedure 

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the LLNL seft^c stations during the flow test. Two 
sets of stations were deployed; 1) seven three-component stations within a 3 km radius of 
the two wells, which we will refer to as the network stations, and 2) three small groups of 
six to nine sensors within a 100 m square area, which we w[U refer to as arrays A, B, and 
C. The network of three-coiiqx>nent stations, which provi^g^rimarily phase arrival tunes, 
was used to detect and locatt nsoroearthqiiakes in the traditioaal manner. The network of 
three arrays, which can provide dpKctton, velocity, and depth i^rmation for any incoming 
seismic energy, vm usdA t# mbtatek all possible low-&equency^3-25 Hz) sources of 
seismic energy origihating hcom ike ftefWî jection zone. ^ 

The seismic signals were digitized at each station at a rate of 120ulamples/sec and the 
digital signals traasmitted to; the central recording site located near well 2-44i The frequency 
range covered by the tiioree-eompooip]̂  stations was 1 to 30 Hz, The arrajPs were optimized 
for signals between 3 and 25 Hz. ^ All of tiie sensors were buried several inches below tiie 
ground surface. .|f . 

Our recording procedure duxing the flow^jection test was designed to detect both the 
impulsive and continuous sources of energy. To record microearthquakes, an event detection 
process at the central recording site monitcned all of the signals continuously and archived all 
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Figure 1. Mt^ of tte \1NL seismic networic during the Juie, 1988 flow^jection 
test The triangles aie thiee^ompcmail station locations and tb& sqiures are the anay 
locaticHis. The insets show wt geometrv^ of the arrays A, B, and C. Hie shaded ellip
tical zcme delineates the area within whrch we expected to see seismk activity related 
to the test 



of the waveforms when a detection threshold set to produce an acceptable false alarm rate 
was exceeded at the required number of stations. To record continuous sources and/or 
impulsive events smaller than the network detection threshold, we archived data for two 
minutes twice an hour. This recording network and recording system is capable of detecting 
all types of events previously seen in geothermal fields, except for acoustic emissions with 
dominant frequencies greater than 30 Hz. 

l\/licroearthquake Monitoring 

We monitored thOlow test zone for background seismicity between Sept. 1987 and the 
beginning of the flow test on June 2, 1988. During this time, the system operated in Uie 
event-detect mode. V^have not finished processing the data, but between Sept. 1987 and 
March 1988, no detectoBle microearthquakes occim-ed within the zone. We have recorded 
numerous earthquakes locj^i just outside our netwotic, however, and firom the size of these 
events can estimate the lower dejection threshold of our system to be magiumde 0.0. 

Preliminary results from the data collected during the flow/injection test do not indicate any 
microearthquake activity larger t|JM| magiumde 0.0 within the zone of interest. This negative 
result indicates that neither stress nnor thermal effects were large enough to induce 
microearthquakes larger than this thntshold during the shallow test We are continuing to 
process the data to search for both smaller magnitude microearthquakes and continuous 
energy sources that may have occurred uwlfore and during the flow test By searching the 
two-minute force-recorded segments, we hav^so far been able to detect one event that will 
be discussed in detail below. " ^ 

Analysis of Flowpvent 

When State 2-14 was first opened, we recorded a single small (magnitude -0.5) seismic 
event followed a few seconds later by an air wave. We hav&not yet determined the cause of 
this signal, but it provides us an (^portunity to compare theljironitoring capabilities provided 
by die traditional networks with tbe experimental array metho^ We will present here in 
detail the information that we ĥ kvt been able to infer about ^ s e signals using both the 
seven station threercoinponentiictwoaik and the three arrays. A 

F 
Characteristics of Flow Event " 
Three vertical conponrat waveform^ ifor the flow event are plotted in Figure 2. The event-to-
station distance is increasing from die top to the bottom trace. The seismic wave and the air 
wave are clearly differentiated by thef|iifference in moveout across the network. 

The same information can be obtained by computing the narrow band 2-dimensional 
wavenumber [Aki and Richards, 1980] from the signals at one of the arrays (an-ay A). 
Figure 3 shows contour plots of power as a function of the narrow band 2-dimensional 
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F i g u r e 2. Seismograms from Ikofflow event from stations at three different distances. At left 
ateJiWtl is a SO second segment domina te !^ the high-amplitude air wave. At ri^t is the smaller seismic 

portion of the signal enclosed by the boR in the left figure. Zero time is June 2, 1988 00:41:44, 
10 minutes after State 2-14 was openedil The number above each trace is the maximum amplitude 
of the seismogram times 10"* nm/sec. The distance between the station and the event is shown 
between each pair of traces. |pl] 
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Frequeney: 8 Hz 
Bearing: 251 degree$ 
Velocity: 2.3 km/secf 

Frequency: 3 Hz 
Bearing: 248 degrees 
Velocity: 0.47 km/sec 

F i g u r e 3 . Contours of narrow-band 2-dimensibnal wavenumber power for, the seismic (left) and 
air (right) waves recorded at array A. The bearing is measured clockwise from north. The wavenum-
bo- is 0 km° at the center and 10 knT at the edge of the plot 



wavenumber for the air wave and the seismic phase. The azimuth of arrival is obtained from 
the azimuthal position of the peak power. The waveniunber of the arrival is obtained from 
the radial position of the peak. The apparent velocity is the ratio of the frequency at which 
the spectrum is calciilated and the observed peak wavenumber. 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the two phases are arriving from the same azimuth, but that 
their apparent velocities are quite different For the air wave, the frequency is 3 Hz and the 
peak wavenumber is 6.4 km"* , yielding a velocity of 0.47 km/sec., which is slightiy higher 
than the velocityof sound (0.33 kno/sec.). For the seismic wave, the frequency is 8 Hz and 
the peak wavemjSber is 3.48 km" '̂resulting in an apparent velocity of 2.3 kni/sec. 

Location of Flow Events 't. 
We were able to determiiie the location of the seismic phase using both die 3-component 
network and the arrays, ijbg network location was obtained from the P- and S-arrival times 
at 5 of the stations by using a^tandard location algorithm. The array location was obtained 
by estimating the bearing from Jich of the three arrays. 

We used a standard location alftfthm [HYP071 (Revised), Lee and Lahr, 1973] to locate 
the seismic phase using the phase arriral times. The algorithm finds the hypocentral location 
that minimizes the sum of the squares of the travel-time residuals. The velocity model was 
derived from vertical seismic profile (VflPjj data from well 2-14 interpreted by Daley et al., 
1988 " ^ 

The epicentral location for the event deriveffftom the network arrival times is shown on 
Figtore 4, and the depth calculated for the evejpis 900 m. We estimate that the uncertainty 
in this location is 200 m vertically and 300 m hln^ntally. The area defined by the epicentral 
location and its uncertainties is shown on Figiu-e 4 as ̂ ŝAcle with a radius of 300 m. 

The location defined by the three arrays is obtained graphically from the intersection of the 
bearing measurements from the three arrays, as shown in Figure 4. The uncertainty in each 
of the beams (t 3 degrees) is illustrated by the shaded wedges e|^iating from the arrays. 

' i ' R 
Depth Estimationfor Flow Bvitfti a 

A 
The depth of the source cian also be estimated using the arrays. To cdtfain absolute depth, 
precise information about the velocity model is needed. This cifpbe obtained from 
independent sources such as VSP data, or by calibration of the arrays aath explosions or 
earthquakes at several (Afferent knovmj^epths. i 

Because the event we are studying ;is fairly shallow, we can use a simple velocity model to 
estimate the depth from the airay data. The material under the array is saturated alluvium, 
which has a seismic velocity of 1.5 km/sec. According to a nearby seismic refraction study by 
Fritii (1978), die velocity increases to 2.0 km/sec at a deptii of about 100 m. We can use tiiis 
velocity model to calculate the depth of our source from the apparent velocity observed by the 
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Figure 4. Summary of location results for the seismic part of the flow event The array 
location is defined by the inters«:tion of theisms from the three arrays. ITie network location 
is obtained from the airival times at the network stations. The uncmainty in the network 
legation (400 m) is indicated by the circle ceni^i on the legation. The network and array 
locations are the same, within the uncertainties of eM?Tn̂ suremaniL 

Y 
array. Using the obsa^^ed apparent velocity of 2.3 km/sec, sad a horizontal distance of 15(X) 
m, the calculated depth is 900 m. 

ause more layers are For deeper events, depth calculation becomes motQ difSci 
involved and refracted arrivals have to be considered. For tms 
earthquakes or ejqjlosions is desired. If calibrations are not availably 
used to determine relative depths of events. 

Disousslon/Conclusions 

son, calibration with 
le arrays can still be 

T 
The lack of microseismicity associated with this flow test is probably a result of the fact that 
the pressures prcKiuced by the injection were not high enough to induce stresses sufficient to 
fracture the relatively w e ^ highly permeable material in which the flow took place. The 
origin of the event we analyze here is still not known. We do know that it occuired within 
400 m of well 2-14 shortly after the well was opened. The event seems to have cxjcuired at a 



deptii (1100 to 700 m) shallower tiian the open section of die well (3200 to 2000 m). The 
timing of the arrival of the air wave suggests that it originated at the depth of the seismic 
phase and propagated up to the siuf ace via the open well. 

The data that we have analyzed allows us to assess the capability of the relatively unproven 
array methods compared to the more traditional network methods. The network provides 
better locations if events are large (greater than magnitude 0.0 for this network) and 
impulsive. The arrays, on the other hand, are more useful when the events are smaller and 
not recorded w(g) by all of the network stations. This is primarily a result of their ability to 
enhance the signal amplitude relative to the noise. Our example event, which was not 
recorded well by ^ of the network stations, bears this out because the uncertainty in the 
array location appelars to be smaller than the uncertainty in the network location (Figure 4). 

Another advantage of fe arrays that we have not been able to illustrate here is their ability 
to provide information ibout seismic sources that are not impulsive. This includes 
continuous noise sources ^ d events with onsets that are not clearly identifiable. These 
kinds of signals cannot be loclted with arrival time location methods, but the arrays can be 
used in die same way that we used them to locate the event analyzed in this paper. 
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